Accusonus radically re-imagines audio clean-up and sound design workflows Introducing ERA 5 plugin bundles & SFX Cellar sound library
● New and improved Accusonus ERA 5 Bundles significantly speed up and simplify
audio post workflows, regardless one’s level of expertise.
● New SFX Cellar library offers unlimited royalty-free sound effects at an unbeatable
price.
Massachusetts, USA (September 29, 2020) - Accusonus announces ERA 5, the fastest audio
clean-up solution for video and audio creators. In its biggest update yet, version 5 adds several
new plugins to enhance and repair low-quality audio, and makes improvements to every single
one of your favorite ERA plugins.
Accusonus’ audio clean-up solutions appeal to both professional editors and creators that are just
starting out. The smart design of the ERA 5 tools greatly reduces time-consuming audio repair
workflows to a simple twist of a dial. Whether you work with video, film, podcasts, voice overs,
broadcast, streaming or music production, the ERA 5 plugins will help you sound great with
minimal effort and in record time.
ERA 5 Bundles are being announced in parallel with SFX Cellar, Accusonus’ brand new library
of carefully-curated, royalty-free sound effects. At a highly competitive monthly or yearly price,
you can get access to tens of thousands of downloadable sound effects, ready for commercial
use.

Accusonus ERA 5 Bundles: what’s included
ERA 5 Bundle Standard
The new ERA 5 Bundle now features 9 life-saving plugins:
● [NEW] Voice AutoEQ
● [NEW] Voice Deepener
● [NEW] Audio Cleanup Assistant
● [IMPROVED] Noise Remover
● [IMPROVED] Reverb Remover
● [IMPROVED] Voice Leveler

● [IMPROVED] De-Clipper
● [IMPROVED] De-Esser
● [IMPROVED] Plosive Remover
ERA 5 Bundle Standard adds 3 new plugins:
● ERA Voice AutoEQ is a ground breaking tool that automates the audio equalization
process. It helps you instantly fix muddy recordings and make your voice track standout
in the mix
● ERA Voice Deepener is a plugin designed to add warmth and depth to voice recordings.
It helps you make your voice sound less like it was recorded, and more like how it sounds
when you hear yourself talking.
● ERA Audio Clean-Up Assistant makes your audio workflow even faster and smarter by
hosting and adding preset chains of the ERA single-dial plugins
In addition, all existing ERA plugins have been improved and the new engines can now handle
even more complex audio repair cases.

ERA 5 Bundle Pro
ERA 5 Pro Bundle includes all of the plugins from the Standard Bundle, and adds 4 advanced
plugins for multi-band processing. Therefore, the new ERA 5 Bundle Pro now features 13 audio
tools in total:
● Everything included in ERA Bundle Standard
● [NEW] Noise Remover PRO
● [NEW] Reverb Remover PRO
● [NEW] Room Tone Match
● [IMPROVED] De-Esser PRO
The new Noise Remover Pro and Reverb Remover Pro offer refined spectral controls that
allow you to dig deeper into your sound and get tailored processing on key frequency ranges.
Running as an AudioSuite plugin in Pro Tools, the brand new Room Tone Match identifies the
background ambience under speech and helps you seamlessly “stitch” and even out different
ambience beds. The plugins of the Pro Bundle offer ultimate spectral control without sacrificing
speed and efficiency, making ERA 5 the fastest audio post production solution for professionals.

SFX Cellar
SFX Cellar is the most affordable content platform for high-quality royalty-free sound effects.
Background ambiences, nature and weather sounds, transitions, impacts, whooshes, UI effects,
thuds, cinematic soundscapes and more, will make your audio and video content stand out. SFX
Cellar features tens of thousands of carefully-curated sound effects. Accusonus is committed to
add fresh sounds every month to ensure that you will always be up to date with the current

trends. Accusonus will also offer continuous updates to the web platform to ensure fast and
intelligent sound discovery. SFX Cellar comes in 2 flavours: SFX Cellar mp3 (unlimited,
royalty-free sound effects in mp3 format) and SFX Cellar Premium (unlimited, royalty-free
sound effects in wav format with metadata).

Pricing & the new accusonus plans
Accusonus ERA 5 Bundles and the SFX Cellar are now available through flexible monthly &
yearly plans, depending on each creator’s audio needs. The prices are very competitive but
there’s an introductory offer too. Every user who will purchase before October 31st will get
25% OFF the annual subscription prices (lifetime offer!).
Monthly

Annual (prepaid)

Creator Suite (includes ERA Bundle Standard & SFX

$29.99/mo

$9.99/mo $7.49/mo
(Intro Price)

ERA Bundle Standard

$14.99/mo

$7.99/mo $5.99/mo
(Intro Price)

SFX Cellar Premium

$14.99/mo

$7.99/mo $5.99/mo
(Intro Price)

Post Production Suite (includes ERA Bundle Pro &

$49.99/mo

$28.99/mo $21.74/mo
(Intro Price)

ERA Bundle Pro

$39.99/mo

$24.99/mo $18.74/mo
(Intro Price)

SFX Cellar mp3

$2.99/mo

$0.79/mo

Cellar Premium)

SFX Cellar Premium)

ERA 5 perpetual licenses are also available and cost $299 and $999 for ERA 5 Bundle Standard
and ERA 5 Bundle Pro respectively. Perpetual licenses come with 1 year support and free 5.x
updates.
For more information or to purchase the ERA 5 Bundles, please visit
https://accusonus.com/store
Free, fully functional 14-day trials of the ERA 5 Bundles are also available by visiting
https://accusonus.com/downloads.
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About Accusonus
Accusonus, made their industry debut in 2014 with a family of ground breaking,
critically-acclaimed music software tools. Among the first to integrate machine learning and
artificial intelligence technology into audio production software, today they are leveraging their
audio engineering expertise to expand into the film and video, content creation and burgeoning
podcasting markets. Accusonus is based in Massachusetts (USA) and in Athens/Patras Greece.
For more information, please visit www.accusonus.com.

